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Also 0,23 M), inf. 11. LL], Ile went, or went

away, quickly towards him, or it. (TA.) __ And

0! I" , 0s- _

qéffl ubi-s), (K,) inf. n.,-e), (TA,) He dis

appeared in the land, or country: (K :) and

[hence], used metonymieally, {he died; like

flit

)j).

2. [inf. 11. 06,33] The act of marking, or

stamping, [and of drawing, tracing, tracing out,

sketching, sketching out, or planning, several things,

or of doing so much, or] well: and writing [m.uch,

or] well .' and making a garment, or piece of cloth,

striped. (KL)

4. J-Dl IIe caused a she-camel to make marks

upon the ground (M, K) by the cehemcnce of her

tread. (M.) ._ And [lo made a camel to go the

pace termed ($. [The meaning is there
' '10!’

indicated, but not expressed.]) Layla‘ ending a

verse of Homeyd Ibn-Thowr [which is variously

related] refers to two boys, or young men, men

tioned therein, and means [And

they made their two camels to go the pace termed

...~;1- (Asa. m)

5. A)‘, (K, but omitted in some copies,) or

$391,192, (M,) He looked at the,1} [or mark,

trace, relic, &c.]. (M, K.) And 3131,19 He

considered, or examined, the I’; [or marks,

traces, relics, &c.,] of the house, or dwelling;

(S, TA ;"‘) or did so repeatedly, in order to obtain

a clear knowledge thereof. (TA.) _ And in like

mannerI93 signifies IIe looked, and considered,

or examined, or did so repeatedly, in order to

know where he should dig, or build. (S, TA.)

Hence, U3 IThe hedge-hogs

looked, or considered, or examined, repeatedly, to

know whgre they should make their holes. (TA.)

And gin}; ‘tHe looked, or looked long, at

the thing; or considered, or examined, it, or did

so repeatedly, in order to obtain a clear know

ledge ofit. (TA.) And 53,5" ,3; 1m con

sidered, or studied, the ode, arid retained it in his

memory, or sought, or endeavoured, to remember

it. (K," TA.) And L35 -|>I remember,

or I seek, or endeavour, to remember, such a

thing, but am not sure, or certain, qfit. (TA.)

. ’ 0 I I u I

8. gel-5,1 [1n its pnmary sense, as quasi-pass.
. p I r ' I I r

of,4), inf. n. ofI»), is app. post-classical, but,

as such,] is used by the logicians as meaning The

being stampedand depicted [in the mind]: (“ Diet.

of the Technical Terms used in the sciences of

the Musalmans:”] an image’s being fixed in, or

upon, a thing. (KL) [It is used, in this sense,

of an image formed by the fancy, and of any ideal

image.] = [Also IThe obeying a prescript or

command &c.] You say, :1

or '51,, (Mgh,) $33G, (Mgh, K,) or 17.336,

($,) I[I prescribed to him the doing of such a

thing; or] I commanded, ordered, bade, or en

joined, him to do such a- thing, (K, TA,) and he

obeyed Msb, TA) it [i. e. the prescript 8cc.].

(s, Msb.) And gas}? til :[I obey thy

prescripts &c.;] I do not transgress thy

(TA.)_ And hence, (TA,) ,Jj signifies also

4

: IIe saidjéél [God is great, or most great] :

(S, M, K, TA :) and he sought protection or pre

servation [by God] : (M, K, TA :) and he prayed

or supplicated or petitioned [God]: ($, K:) as

though [meaning] he took the course prescribed

by God, of having recourse to Him for protection

or preservation. (TA.) El-Aoshb. says, [speaking

of wine,]

I ' vb‘; rd 4

‘Ar-bl) ‘Vi, choker») .gcegwwe *

(S, M, TA,) or (so in some copies of the

S in this art. and in art. ,La, and in the Mgh,

also, in the latter art.,) i. e. [And he exposed it to

the wind, in its jar, and he prayed over its jar,]

and petitioned for it (TA in this art. and in art.

,1‘) that it might not become sour, nor spoil:

(TA in the latter art. :) AI;In says tha: ,3)!

means he stamped its vessel with the ‘is,); but

this saying is not valid: (M, TA 2) [and Mtr,
sebi

also, says that] ,Jbl, here, is from 1,4,)", and

means he stamped it. (Mgh in art. ,Le.)

I.’

M) inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Msb, &c.) _ [Hence

Ml The writing of the book of the

Kur-(in; for which particular rules are prescribed.
Ila

_ Hence also1...») is sometimes used by logicians

5 r

as meaning A definition, either perfect (,sli) or

imperfect ((3:56); like 3:11 _ Also A mark,

an impression, a sign, a trace, a vestige, or a relic

or remain; syn. ($, Msb, K;) and is a

dial. var. thereof, accord. to Aboo-Turab; as is

also [LL], both syn. with Ft, (TA in art. ,5»)

and so is in that art. :) or a relic, or

remain, of what is termed [as meaning a mark,

an impression, a sign, a trace, or a vestige]: or

such, of what are termed [as meaning relics

or remains], as has not substance and height: (M,

K:) or such as is cleaving to the ground: (M :)
1 10¢

gt; ‘.9 means remains of a house or'dwelling,

cleaving to the ground: TA :) or I“) signi

fies a remain, or remains, of a ruined dwelling or

place if alight'ing and abiding : (Har p. 607 2)

and L...» is syn. with ;,:.3. (s, M,I_{ [accord.

to the correct copies of this last :]) the pl. [of 1

pauc.] or}; is and [the pl. of malt. is

0 JJ I )0’ s flu

Ayu- (M,1\I?b’K~)—[I-q-)r)-°= seewf'fl

And hence, as being prescribed,] willmeans i The ways that are jbllowed ih respect of

the doctrines and practices of religion. (TA.)_

And A well which one fills up (M, in the

ground: pl. (M, [In some

copies of the K, two meanings that belong to

are, by the omission of a 3, assigned to
‘Br flees

so"): seexdjyl

G"

I»): see the next preceding paragraph.= Also

Goodness, or elegance, of gait, pace, or manner

vfeoiee- (a)

That makes marks upon the ground by the

vehemence of her tread: applied to a she-camel.

(S, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited in the first

paragraph of art. M.]_.Also That continues

journeying a day and a night: ($, applied

. to a he-camel. (TK.)

 

I“), of which it is an inf. n. ;] and

fies the same.

 

9.‘; A certain pace of ‘camels, K,) exceed

ing that which is termed $.03 [q.vt]; ($;) [see
rrv -

. ' I o

if)» sigm
a

lie

,oLs) One who engraves [or draws inscriptions

or other designs] upon tablets or the like. (TA.)

v,

sir-"l3, (S. K,) 01' 2L4, (TK,) Running

water. ($, K.)_..And A she-camel that

goes the pace termedM3: pl. (Her p. 495.)

11.4 .64

Jen’): see lay-A150 A sign, a token, a

mark, or an indication, (M, of beauty or of

‘it’: Oh

ugliness; as in the saying, has’) [Verily

upon him is a sign, &c.]: so says Khalid Ihn

Jebeleh: (M =) p1.,._.13, and ,;_..g,. (TA.)

And as pl. of (TA,)/law's] signifies Certain

books, or writings, that were in the Time of

Ignorance. ($,K.)_Also the sing., A stamp,

or seal; i. e. an instrument with which one stamps,

or seals; and}; is a dial. var. thereof: (M :)

or, as some say, particularly, (M,) one with which

the head’ [or mouth] of a [large jar such as is

called] Emile:- is stamped, or sealed; (M, K ;) as

also up; (1_{,) and $.31}. (TA.) And .4

piece of wood, (S, M, Msb, K,) or a small tablet,

(A,) upon which is some inscription M, A, K)

engraved, or hollowed out, (A, K,) with which

wheat, ($, M, or corn, or grain, (Mgh,) [in

its repository,] is stamped, or sealed, (S, M, Msb,

K,) or with which collections of wheat or corn
0,0,

are stamped, orsealed: (AA, TA:) as alsoliix:

pl. (Mgh.) [In some copies of the K, by

the oinission of a ,, this meaning and the next

are assigned mgr-IL] _And (as some say, S) A

certain thing with which deendrs are polished.

(S, A poet says, namely, Kntheiyir,

(TA,)

#

r .r e! a J a , . 1v

4"»? )9 0'1‘ Bib’

[Deendrs, of IIeracl'ius, that were polished with

M,)]. (s, TA.)= It occurs in poetry as mean

a’! Gel)

ing Theface ofa horse, in the P11135640’)? 3...}

[A star, or blaze, in the face of a horse]. (M.)

=Also A calamity, or misfortune; ;) like

wss- (TAJ

see the next preceding paragraph.

[Accord. to rule, its pl. is Jedi)’, mentioned

I'D’

above as a pl. oflujy]

a}

i

00)

‘or, [act. part. n. of 4, q.v.]. In the saying

of the Hudhalee,

#

J 0103;‘iii-1);" (,3; class-p4‘:
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[And those urging them to make marks upon the

. ground by the cehemence of their tread in their

_way to iibd-El-Ulzeez, together and separately,

and two by two and one by one], he means

Lh,;..:;;l!, inserting the .9 redundantly between

the verb [or part. n., which is ofien termed a verb,]

and its objective complement. (M.)
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